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HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT OF A SYSTEM WITH A SINGLE ELASTIC MODE
I–THEORY AND GENERALIZED SOLUTION WITH AN APPLICATION

TO AN ELASTIC A.IRFRAhIE 1

BYWILBUR L. HAYO

SUMMARY

$h[Utiut18 qf impact of a rigid prismatic j%at eonnec[edby a
maadem qm-ng to a m-g-id upper ma~~ are presented. lle
solutions are based on hydrodynamic theory which ha~ been
arperimentallyconjlrtnedfttr a rigid structure.

Equatiow are giren for dejining the ~pring constant and the
ratio of the .~prungmaw to the louw mam so that the two-maw
qdem protidm representation of the fundamental mode of an
airplane un”ng. The forces calculated are more awurate than
the Jorces u+hich uwu[d be predicted for a rigid airframe since
the eJ7ect of the fundamental tnode on the hydrodynamic force
i~ taken into account. The responee of the two-maw qstem
gires the respon8e of the represented mode and, although no
prorision is made for taking into account the e~ect of 8econdary
modew on the hydrodynamic force, means are indicated whereby
the residts may be used to approm”mate the re-sponse of modes
other than the fundamental mode.

Time hitdories of the hydrodynamic force and dructural
response are giren -for wide range~ of tnas8 distm”bution and
ratio of na&ural period to the period of the impact. By use of
nondimensianai coejlicients these rewlt~ are made app[ieab[e
to di~erent comb ination.s of reloa”iy, weight, angle of dead ri~e,
and flu id denm”t~. .-l[though the equations permit 8olution? for
diJeren t combination~ of $igh t-pa th angle and lm”m,an approxi-
mateion is @en for correcting the result8 for the combination for
which wlutions are giren to other conditions utithin a narrow
range indicated to be of primary intere~t to the den”gn engineer.

In a compation qf the theoretical data with data for a serere
Jight-ted landing “impact, the eject of the fundamenkd mode on
the hydrodynamic jorce is considered and re8pon8e data are
compared wdh twpem”mental data. Considemlion of thefunda--
menta[ mode alone fails to acmunt for tie fact that during the
impact partial failure of the inbuard-engine mounts occurred,
but we of the theoretical solutions to approximate the efects oj
,further wing torsion kads to substantial agreement.

INTRODUCTION

h recent years the de-ieIopment of large airplanes has
caused the elastic behavior of airframe structures during
landing impact to become important. The work which has
been done on this probIem has been handicapped by lack of
proper knowledge of the time history of applied ground
reaction. This situation has been part icuIarIy acute for

seapIanea because of difficulties. in measuring the hydro-
dynamic fo~ce, the seaway, and the reamer of contact with
the seaway.

b order to facilitate the interpretation of flight data and
to Iend to the prediction of design loads on a rational basis, ‘- “-”-
a theoretical h}-drod]marnic study was made and teata of a
rigid float were conducted at. the Langley impact basin.
Since the rw-dts of these tests agree with the theoretical
results for wide ranges of the pertinent variables in numerous
force time histories (reference 1), it is assumed that the __. _,
theory may also be used in considering the effect of the
upper-structure elasticity of a seaplane on the motion and
force characteristics of the hull proper, which is assumed to
be rigid.

The bending of wings during impact, which for modern -
fljing boats is the primary structural action, is considered in
the present report by reducing the fund~ental mode to an __..
equivalent two-maaa system. The rwdts are presented in
a form suited to general application and are compared with
experimental results for a particuhw case. The equations
showing the method of soIution are incIuded in appendi~ A,
and a sampIe data sheet is given as tabIe I.
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SYMBOLS

time, required for one-fourth cycle of natural
vibration

time between initial contact and maximum hydru-
d~amic force for rigid structure

time eIapsed after initiaI contach
lower, or hull, mass of two-mew system
upper, or sprung, mass of two-mass system
gro~ ~s (~’~g or ??_@+~L)
gross weight
acceleration due to gravity
spring constant of spring connecting ms qnd %,

force per unit deflection
acceleration normaI to water surface of nodal point

of elastic system, muh ipIes of acceleration of
gravity; for two-mass system, acceleration of
center of gratity

oscillatory acceleration of huU about center of gravity
of two-mass system or nodal point of represented
mode, multiples of the acceleration of gravity

-.
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resultant velocity iat instant .of contact. with w-attic
surface

mass dmsity of fluid
angle of trim; angle of hull lwcl with respect to phmc

of water surface
flight-path angle at contact; angle Mween flight

path and phme of water surface
angle of dead rise

nondimensional time cocffwient (tVo(&y”)

nondimensional load-f actor coefficient
(-%(%3”8)

‘ (Yam(yya)n~ndimensionrd draft coefficient

draft at instant of maximum acccleratictn
natural lxmding frequency

Where unita arc not given, any consistent. system of units
may be used,

THEORY

HYDRODYNAMIC

The. hydrodynamic tbcwy used in the present report is the
same as Lhat developed in references 1 and 2.. A .Imsic
differential equation which gives the instantaneous force k.
Mms of the instantaneous position and motion of the. float

.. This equation is used herein tois given in reference 2
determine the cffw!t of airframe ekisticity in. altering the
motion and force time history (appcmdbr A). The soIution
is based on the assumption that the float does not change
trim during impact. In this connection ,the pitching moment
may be large, but the time of the impact is short enough to

warrant (at the present stage} neglect of the resulting angular
velocities and displacements.

The solution presented herein is for a p~~ma~c. float
with such barn loading that the chines do not immerse,
during impact. For waves that give the severe design
condition of full-length impact, conventional beam loadings
arc small enough to cause the maximum force to occur at
drafts sufficiently small to make the effects of finite width
and chine flare secondary. Reference 1 inciicatea that for a
conventional float nogloct of the pulled-up bow is justified
when the trim is 3° or. greater. Although for high-trim
landings initial contact by the afterbody may substantially
change the trim before the . main forebody impact, the
negIecL of afterbody loads is justified because, during the
mniu impact, the shielding of the afterbody by the forebody
due to depth of the step and to keel angle is such as to mini-
mize tho importance of afterbody loads.

STltUCXURAL

A simp~ified representation of primary ehsticity of an
airframe is shown in figure 1. A rigid lower mass mL is

considered to be connected by a massless spring to a rigid
upper mass ms. In determining the fundamental bending of
airpIane wings part of tb e wing mass must be ind uded in
?nL and part of the wing lift should be app]ied to mL. In
the present report the gravity force cm each mass is msumod
to be balanced by wing lift,

---
r.-f+ -

..thter a.rfoce .

rmro-
V ~ v.
r------- ——->

Tho problem of determining the propcrt ies of lhe two-
mass system so . that it is representative of the prirnnry
ekistic action of the airplane is rather simple if it is tissumcd
that during the impact t.hc structure dcflccta with the SIMIM
of its fundamental mode. of vil.mtion. The rwluirenmnts fire:

(1) The total mass of t.ho simplified system must. equal
the total mas9 of tlho airplane in order t.btit the propw nodrtl
or center-of-gravity accelerations can be obtained.

(2) The energy of vibration for tho same amplitude of
the hull and Iower mass (rclativo to Lhc nodttl poinl ) must
be the same for the t.wo-mrtw system as for the comidcrcll.
mode of the airplane structure.

(3] TIIe natural frequency of the two-mass systcm must
be the same as’ th’e frequency of the considered .modr of ~.
airplane vibration.
Equations which permit de~erntination of the masses and
spring constant of the simplified syetwn so tlmt it meets
these requirements are given in apptwdix B. These equu-
tions and the foregoing rcquirerncnts aro tipplicaldc for btJth
Iandplanes and seaplanes.

In the present report the reprcscntc~ structural mode is
considered to be devoid of vilmtion prior to the instunt of
impict.. Thus, the computations may repmscnt. cilher a
fist impact or a subsequent impfwt resulting from a hounrc
sufficiently high to cause aerodynamic and structural
damping to stop the vilxwtion during the time tbo scaplnm’
is in the air. This report does not give a repreaentaiion of
succossiva impacts, such as might occur in seaway, which
Iead to “accumulative or resonant t!ffecte. AvrtiItddc flight
data indicate that a single heavy impart, such as thtI t
considered herein, is the primary cause of strurt.ural failu~w.

The r&ponse of the two-mass. system is obt~incd in con-
nection with the ialcuIation of the time history of thu hy&o-
dynamic force, and from this rmult the cornplcte rcst)onsc
of the represented mode can be obtained by the simple
procedure” given in appendix B and demoustrat cd in llw
section entitled “Comparison with Experirmwt.” The
rwponse of other modes to .thu force computed on the basis
of the fundamental mode can be scparatdy determined
and superposed (reference 3). In order to minimize the
complexity of the solution, however, the proscnt investi-
gation does not provide for takkg into account tho effect .
of the other modes on the hydrodynamic force. Although
the other mod= may have a substantial eflec~ cm tho local
loads in the structure, the effect of these modes on the
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hydrodynamic force is considered to be secondary as com-
ptired with the effect of the fundamental mode.

If a large number of solutions for the two-mass system
Iutve been made in order to determine the effect of the funda-
mental mode of different wings on the hydrodynamic force,
tht! response of modes other than the fundamental can be
tipprmimated from the use of a solution for a mass ratio
am{ ratio of the time period oft he impact force to the nat urd
pt’riod of -the two-mass system representative of the con-
sidered mode. An exampIe of such use to approm”ma”te tbe
ffft!{’ts of l~i~q torsion is giwm in the present investigation
in H comparison of results of computations With experim-
ental results.

If the response of more than one mode is considered, the
structural and aerodynamic damping, which are not con -
sidered herein, are important factors in determining the u-
tent to which the tna-ximum response of the different modes
shouki be superposed without. regard to phase rdationship.
It is expected that the effect of the damping will be most im-
portant for tbe higher modes and that a result Ieading to con-
servative design wiII be obtained if damping is not considered
and the maximmms of the tit two or three modes me super-
posed without regard to phase rdationship.

ItESULW3

,Solutions of the ~uations in appendir A were made for
wide ranges of the pertinent ~ariables. Time histories of
the wdculated nodd acceleration, or hydrodynamic force in

terms of the weight, are gi~-en in figures 2, 3, 4, and ..5 for _.
ratios of the spr~u mass to the lower mass equaI to 0.25,
0.60, 1.00, and 1.36, respectively. Each figure is thrce-
dimensional; the third dimension is fn.hi which is a ratio of
the period of natural vibration to the speed of the impact.
In representing the period of natural vibration, tmis taken as
t-he time required for one-fourth of a cycle. The speed of
the impact is represented by making t~ equal to the time be-
tween initial contact and maximum acceleration for a’ rigid
structure. If the time to reach mwsirnum force for the elastic
structure shouId be. used in defining t;, discontinuities in the
time to reach ma.tium force would cause discontinuities in
the time-ratio scales of the plots. (See &s. 2 to 5.)

h eqmdssion for t= may be obtained from the reIation

fm< f. and equation (A4) in appendix A. The equntion

for f~is as follows:
..

(1)

where
c,= time coel%cient _at “utant of masimum acceleration _

for rigid body (0.678 for 13=22.5°, 70= 14°, and
7=30)

The e.xpre~ns fort, and G may be used to determine that

t- TVO ()m97nL u’ ,n..— —— -b16
ti 2Cl=_ K p m (2)-.

F~onx ‘l-Variation d k the historywithtimemtb. ~=0.U L?-2Z)4°;w-x4”;~.
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FIGUREs.-Vntlatfon of forcethe hlaforyw

The osci.Uato~T acceleration is given in figures 6 to 9.
These figures are the same as the figures giving the nodal
acceleration (figs. 2 to 5), except that the acceleration pIot ted
is the difference Mwcen the Ml accelcra t.ion.and the nodal
acceleration,. The time history of thti. Ml acceleration can
be obtained by summing the two plots for a particular mass
ratio. On the basis of the assumption that during impact
thd airframe structure deflects in a particular mode, a time
history of the acceleration of any point in the structure is
obtained from the results for the equi-raIenL two-mass system
by the following procedure:

(1) From the deflection curve of the represented mode,
obtain the ratio of the deflection of the point of interest La the
deflection of the hull. Both deflections are taken relative
to the nodal point.

(2) Multiply this ratio by the oscilkttory accderation
given either by figure 6, 7, 8, or 9 or by interpolation between
thew figures for the mass ratio of the equivalent two-mass
system.

(3) Add rewdt to Lhe nodaI acceleration given by figures
2 to 5.

..—. ~=.

Umeratio. ~-o.tw $-!Z4J4”;~-14”;r-an.

Time h&tories of tho acce.Ieration given in figures 2 LO9
are on a nondimensional basis. The nondimcnsionnl rQ:
efl.lcionta, which contain velocity, weight, fluid density, and
acce~eration of gravity, were used in refcrc.ucc. 1 iu.. a corn- .
parison of theoretical data wdh impact data for a flonL

having an angIe of dead rise of 221°.
Application to other angles of dead rise, —Thti funct.iou of

the angle of dead rise can also be incIuded in. Lhe uondimun-
sional coefficients, buL in the prescn t investigtit ion this
functio~ is isolated and treated as a factor for cmrccting the
results presented for angle of dead rise of 2!2~0Lo oLhcr deMl-
rise angles. The pertinent relationships lwtwe.eu resulti for
‘diffwcut angles of dead rise maybe expressed as follows:

.

‘a[mbd”s (3)

nncc ~(fq j(A)] l/8 (4
where

j(P) function representing variation 01 virtual nmss for
twodimensionaI flow with angle of dead rise
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FIGLW4.—Verktionof fmeethne hhtory vW! tkue mtlo. ~. W,13+2}i”;m-14e; T-P.

+(A) aspect-ratio factor inchding effect of a@e of dead
rise on aspect ratio; ratio of virtufd mass for
threedimensiomd flow to virtual mass for two-
dimensional flow

*P acceleration at any point, either oscillatory, nodal,
or total

The shtipc of the force amd acceleration curves for a given
value of Mti is independettt of angle of dead rise, but the
effect of angle. of dead rise on ti, as given by relation (3),
does enter into the determination of the vaIue of tJti for a
particular solution. After the value of t~’fi for a particular
solution has been determined, the acceleration and time
values for u angle of dead rise of 221° are proportioned by
means of reIat ions (3) and (4) to the corresponding values
for the angle of dead rise used in determining tJt, in order to
obtain the proper acceleration history. .

.Whough adequate impact data have not been avaikble
for checking the theoretical equations for angles of dead rise
other than ?2~0, the theory is equally applicable to planing
floats. Study of planing data has shown that the functions of

angles of dead rise used in equations herein are approximately
correct for angles of dead rise rrmging from 15° to 30 °~- ‘ThT U
functions are:

j(4t).l.JEu-
2 tan p

(5)

(6)

Until impro~ed functions of angles of ‘dead rise are obtained,
functions (5) and (6) should be substituted in equations
(1) and (!2) and in relation (4) to correct for angles of dead
rise within the rmge from 15° to 30°. Rough approximation
can be obtnined by use of functions (5). and (6) for @es of –”
dead rise greater than 30° but not for angles of dead rise much
less than 15°. In reference 2 there is a discussion of the. .~””
inadequacy of ~(~) for aspect ratios which normalIy occur “-
for small dead+ise angles. Foi very large ~~les of dead rise.—
and moderate velocity the static forces, which a& not
wmsidered in the present investigation”, become of greater
importance.
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FmuB~5,-Varfetlon of forcatfpe hfetorywith time ratio.

FVJUM6.—Verietlonof oscillatory-acwleratlonmellident with timemt[o. ~_o,M; $- ZZHO;~= 140:,+0.
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FM LEE?.—Vari8thmof osdlktory~ffon mekcfent Mch Hroemtfb. #L-0.6% P-22$4”;n=t4”; 7=3”.
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Fn;um K-Varfation 0[ osdllatory+c@eration tident whh tfme rdb. ~-@ HJM”; n-14”; r-?.
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FIGURE9.—Varl.%tkmof owiI18tmy-ac@?loratlonmeillclentw!th tlnroratio. #=lS8; B=2W; n-14”; T-8”.

Approximate correction to other flight paths and trims.—
The flight-path and trim conditions of primary interest to the
designer tend to be independent of the variables in seapIane
design and constitute a limit-cd range withiu which approx-
imate correction of results. to different .angles of flight path
and trims can be made without ueceseity for repeated time-
history solutions. For any particular combination of
horizontal speed, rate of descent, and trim, the most severe
impact load for most of the structure occurs when the sea-
way is such that the keel contacts a waye slope approximately
parallel to it. The effective angle of flight path and trim for
such an impact are defined relative to the inclfied wave slope;
therefore, the trim wKlch gives maximum force is zero. The
largest flight-path angle, relative to.. the keel and to tho
critical wave slope, is also associated with the most severe
force. The value of the largest flight-path angIe is not so
definite as the critical trim. but tends to be independent of
varirttions in size and wing loading. The velocity of the wave
should be conaidmed in determining the coutacl speed and
flight-path angle.

The equations and method of solution given in appcmlix
A permit solution for dfierent flight-path angles and trims;
however, approximate correction of the qxulte in figures 2 to
9 to other positive contact angles can be made by assuming

that tha proportionate efTect of the structural eIasticiLy cm
the hydrodynamic force is solely dcpendont on th raLio
tJt~. Curves given in reference I show valuw of C,% for

different flight-path angles and trims, which may bo sub-
stituted in equation (2) to obtuin the value of tJti for differ-
ent contact angles. In making the approximate coricction,
the solution presented herein for the obbuincd wdue of t.hc
ratio tn/4 should be used to approxi ma.tc the shape of Lhc
curve giving th~ desired time history. The 10M1or accelera-
tion scale should be corrected to the cliffercmt contact. angles
by multiplying the present resuIt by thu ratio, dct w-mind
from curves given in boLh references 1 and 2, of the lond-
factor coefficient for the different contuct condition Lo the
load-fti.ctor coefficient for the conditions of 3° trim and 14° ..:.
flight-path angle considered llcrein. Correction of the time
scale involves a similar proceduro in which the tikw coef-
ficient is used rather Lhwl tho load-factor coefficj~[lL.

Since the force mums for a rigid body are approximal.uly ‘“
the same shapo for diffcwcnt augles of flight path an(l Lrims ,
(reference 1), the approximate mei.hod of correcting to dif-
ferent angles of fiight path snd trims WOUMbc almost correct
if the structural elasticity did not nffcc.t the hydrodynamic-
force curve. The. percentage change in tho force on the
float due to elasticity is a function of t.hc pcwccmtugc change
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in draft caused by the elastic compression for a given center-
of-gravity position. An indication of the wdidity of the
approximate correction is obtained by studying the extent
to which the ratio of the spring deflection to the draft is
constant for impacts of the same values of t~ti at different
angles of fLight path and trims. From the e.xprwsions for
t~t’, Cl, Cd, and ~, with the spring deflection assumed to be
proportional to the hydrodynamic force, this ratio may be
represented by the exp~ion C@~2/C4, in which all wdues
are for the instant of maximum acceleration. The mriation
of this expression with &ht path for an impact of a rigid
float at 3° and 12° trim is given in figure 10. Values of CJ
ti.nd (’: used in obtaining this figure are given in reference 1;
dues of C~ were obtained in conjunction -with the data of
reference 1 but have not been puMshed.

In the present report the numerical values of CIC?/C~
have no signitlcm.me and they are of interest only because of
the extent to which they are constant. Figure 10 indicates
that for large tlight-path angles and smalI trims t-he ratio is
approxhnat ely constant. The deviation from a constant
value of this ratio is due to planing forces which exist in an
oMique impact and become more important. for low flight-
path angks and h~h trims. The conditions of large flight-
path angle and small trim previously adjudged to be of
primary interest to the designer constitute the ranges in
which the deflect ion ratio is fairIy constant and t-he appro.xi-
ma,te method of correction shouId give a fair degree of
accuracy. The present soIutions are considered to be for
conditions suited to correction of the rtwhs to other con;
ditions of greatest practical interest; they represent. a moder-
ately severe combination of flight-path angIe, wave slope,
and trim chosen to faciMate correlation of the theory with
an impact which resuIted in substantial damage to a well-
instrumented flying boat during flight tests.

The equations presented herein are not valid for zero
trim; an assumption that the float is prismatic givx solu-
tions of infinite wetted length and infinite force for zero
trim. SoIution for 3° trim and a prismatic float is much
simpler than a correct solution for 0° trim because necessity
for c.onsiderat.ion of bow shape is eliminated. The scdution
for 3° trim maybe taken as an approximation of the critical
design load or, as illustrated in the following section in a
comparison of thcwy with experiment, an empirical factor,
which inchdes bow effects, may be used to convert -dues
of acceleration and time for 3° trim to vaIues for 0“ trim.

COMPARISON W.TH Experiment

Impact- basin data have not b&n obtained for suitable
modeIs, and most flight Ianding data have been inadequate
for the present study. The onIy data which appeared suit-
able for this comparison are those which were obtained with
a four-engine flying boat, the data for which have not been
published. Data were obtained for a large number of test
Iandings, but only one of the impacts is very well suited to
the present analysis This impact gave loads sutliciatly
high to cause large effects of elasticity of the wings. The
impact occurred against the flank of a sizable wave (4 fk)

o K? 20 30 40 50
R@ht-poth &I@q GI &g

Fmrm m.-l%rfation of forepenekratb~dnk~.at maxfmum force with 13fght-pathangla

d

and thus facilitated the use of results based on a planar water
surface. The present comparison of theory with experiment
w-Mbe restricted to this impact since other impacts involved
more compIex contact with sea~-ay and gave less force.

The horizontal speed, rate of descent., and trim were re-
corded. A Iarge number of pressure instz-uments distributed
in the MI permitted determination of the water surface
dative to the hull. Data recorded by these instruments .
indicated that the wave dope in contact with the huU was
approximately pIanar, that the trim relative to the wave
slope was 0°, that the resuItant veIocity, considering the sped
of the wave, was 85 feet per second, and that the flight-path
angle reIative to the wave eIope was 14°.

Structural data availabIe for the test tlyiiqg boat are not
adequate for the presknt amdysis. Since this flying boat has
the same number of engines and apprcminmtely the stune
gross weight and horsepower as a landplane for which a
large amount of structural data is available, assumption is
made that the flying-boat wing has the same mode shape and
mass distribution as the wing of this la.ndpIane. We m
equation (B6) in appendi~ B of data for the IandpIane given
in reference 3 leads to the following mass ratio of the two-
mass system representing the fundamenkd &ode:

~0.25
mA

Based on study of the accelerations at several points in the
test flying boat during periods of rdatiwly free tibration in
which the fundamental wing bending mode appeared to be
pr@ominant, a natural frequency of 3.6 cycles per second
was seIected for use in the present exampIe. The funda-
mental mode frequency of the wing of the landpIane is 3.4
cycles per second. (See reference 3.]

Since the mass ratio is equaI to 0.25, @res 2 and 6 are
used to approximate the action of the fundamental mode.
Further, substitution of values for conditions for this impact
in equation (2) results in use of the specific time history
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given for ~= 1.2. Substitution of the contact conditions in

the load and time coefficients fixes W load and time soales
in an absolute sense. Correction from 3° trim Lo0° trim may
be made. by assuming that the shape of the time history is
appmximat ely the same for both conditions. Empirical
c.orrer,t.ion of the curves from 3° trim to 0° trim may be seen
from reference 2 to require a 10-percent reduction in the
acceleration. h analysis of data obtained at the Ltingley
impact basin for impact at 0° trini indicates t.lmt correction
of the time scale from 3° trim to tl” trim requires a 1O-percent
reduction in the time values.

Hydrodynamic force, —The nodal-point acceleration n{,
obtained by the proccdurc discussed herein, represents the
hydrodynamic force, in multiples of the weight, applied to
the flying boat. Since the experimental data do not. provide
measurement, of tho hydrod~mamic force as such, direct comp-
arison of the theoretical force-curve results with experi-
mental results is not permitted. Instead, a comparison of
the theoretical response of the structure with the experi-
mental response is necessary, and, if the agreement is ade-
quate, it ma-y be concluded that both the hydrodynamic and
the structural actioha are. adequately represented.

Before a study of the response of tlm structure is made, Lhe
theor~ticaI effect of the response on the hydrodynamic force
should be observed. This observation is made. by comparing
the force curve obtained for a mass ratio of 0.25 with the
force curve for a rigid structure. Both curves arc included
in figure 11. The curve_ for the ease of a ~ld structure

(%- )
– O was obtained from rcferencw 1 for 3° trim ancl cor-

rcct.ed to the conditions of the preseu t example as previously
indicated. Comparison of the curves for mass ratios of O
and 0.25 shows that in the present eXample the theoretical
effcct of the structural ehu!t,icity on the” maximum hydro,
dynamic force is h reduce it 15 percent. For the hypo-
thetical condition of a concentrated wing mass located at a

point in each semispan of a mawloss wing structure, the
conditions of the present example would give theoretical
reduction in thti maximum hydrodynamic, force due to
structural elasticity of 44 percent. This result is indicated
by comparison of the maximum of the curve in figure 11 for a
mass ratio of 1.36 with the maximum of the curve for mass

ratio of O.
Tbe curves in figure 11 show only reduction of the l@w-

dy-namic force because .of structural elasticity. It should
not be concluded, however, that the effect is always in this
direction. Figures 2 to 6 show that in some cases tho hydro-
dynamic force is increased; the maximum increase which was
talc.uIat~d WM of the order of 12 percent,

Hull acceleration.-By combining the resuhs for the two-
mass case with approximation of the pitching action on the
basis of a rigid structure, the following equation may be
obtained for the hull acceleration at diflerent longitudinal
stations:

nh=?tf.f+ne (7

Time,sec
FIGURE 11.—l%rfat[on of h drdynamic form with tlm& r-W; 70=14°; Ii -SS rL*t w

rseared; i’- 40,0Wpoundwf~-3.6 cyclH Per sscond.

.

.-

-where

nh hull acceleration

~=l+; .“

.8 distance from station to center of gravity
k radius of gyration (12 ft, in present exampl(~)
1 distance from resultant hydrodynamic. force to

center of gravity.
The forebody lchgth of the flying boat is 31.75 foct. 13e-

cause of bow effects, a length of 25 feet is assumed to.have a
rectangular ]oafli~~ for this zero-trim impact and the rmdt-.
ant force is located 12.5 feet forward of the step which letuk
to a value of 1equal to 8 feet. Use of the foregoing proedure
to calculate time histories of the acceleration for two stations
in tho hu]] at which accelerometers W’WOlocated gives the
curves in Iigure 12. The maximum accelerations rccordcrl at
these stations are also shown; agree.rnen Lwith the compulcd
maximum acceleration is good. The full experimental time
history is not included l.wwusc the illm speed was not great
enough to permit accurate determination of the shape of the
time history. This factor, together with some uncertainty. -
in defining the exact instant of contact, prtwnts exacb check
of the time to reach maximum acceIeratlion; ~hus, the expwi-
mentrd points in figure’ 12 are lor.atcd at the theorcticrd
time of maximum acceleration.

Although the agreement of talc.dation with experiment in
@re 12 is good, this a~cemcnt can be interpreted as con-.
tiation of the elastic action of tlw structure. only tu the.
extent that disagreement of hull acce.lmations computed on
the basis of a rigid structure can hc shown. Values of
maximum accelerations computed for a rigid structure are
included in figure 12. The disagreement with experiment

.-
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FIGURE 12.-VadatIon of W and seepaccelerathnwtththrw.

is greater than for computations in which the elasticit~- of the
structure is considered. The dtierence is small, however,
Iwcause the effect of Aasticit]- in increasing the hull accelera-
tion for a given force is largely offset by the effect of elasticity
in reducing the hydrodpamic force. Siice th< probable
accuracy of avaikble data must be considered, expmimental
proof of the theoretical effect. of the elasticity on the hull
w:w+mtion cannot be ciaimed. Support. for a conclusion in
this respect, however, can be obtained by comparing the
theoretical response of the wing with the experimental
response. .If the wing responds as assumed, the basic equa-
t ions require that the hydroclyamic force and huU accelera-
tions be us cahndated.

EIastic axis.-Use of the nodaI and oscillatory accelera-
tions of the representative two-mass system to predict
mwlerat ions along the elastic axis of the wing requires
ron.sideration of the fact. that the elastic W& of the w% is
not at the center of gravity of the. fl~-ing boat. An approxi-
mate correction may be obtained by rmdtiplying the results
for the two-mass case by the factor~which is used in equation
(7). This correction is not entirely consistent. with that
given by equation (7), but each approximate ion is considered
more” accurate for its part. irular case. An improvement to
the present correction which would change the results 2 to 3
pw-cent. might be made, but the complication is not considered
to be warranted.

In the present example the value of~ is 0-86. Application
of this factor, of equation (B7) of appendix B, and of per-
t inent structural data given in reference 3 gives the curves
in figure 13 in representation of the acceleration time histories
of the elastic axis of the wing for the hull, inboard~ngine,

- nodal, outboard-engine, and tip stations.
Wing torsion.-The torsion of the wing dyring impact may

have substantial effect on the acceleration of engine and
nacelle masses forward of the wing. US: of the proced~
which gave the acceleration time historms in figure 13 to
cs,hmlate the acceleration at the engine gives a maximum

. .

acceleration of 3g at the inboard engges and a maximum
acceI@ration of 5.6g at the outboard engines. The relative
magnitude of these vahes is in strong disagreement with
the fact that during thii ~paet pmtiaI failure of the inboaril-
engine mounts occurred? but the outboard-engge rnouri~s
were not damage&

Siice the structural data used in the precediig comptita-
tion are for the actual fundamental mode, their use in impa;t-
caIculat ions irrrol-res assumption that the coupling between
the torsion and bencling corresponds to the coupIing which
exists in” natural viirat.ion. Act uaIly, the torsional deflec-
tions in impart are determined not merely by the bending
deflections but” ah b~ the large nodal acceleration, which -_
does not exist in natural vibration.

In the present examp~e the results which have been calcti--
Ia~erl for impact of a two-mass elastic sptern wiII be used to_
predict the response of the engines. The procedure for
doing this is to select the proper solution and then to &Ijust
the acceIerat ion and t-hue scales of the two-mass solution .w-
that. the maximum acceleration of the nodal point corre-
sponck to the maximum ticceleration of the eIastic a-tis at the
engine station. The acceleration of the upper mass of the
two-mass system then represents the response of the e~aines;
however, because of the eccentricity of the impact, an in-
crement must. be added.

Data obtained from Guggenheim AeronautimI Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology include the tomiofial -
deflection of a station inboard of the outboard engine for a
giwn moment tippIied at the W@ tip. For a flyirg boat
the absence of cut-out for the landing gear tends to give a
stiff er wing; therefore, in the. present exam pie, deffection
measured on the wing of the landpIane sIightly inboard of
the outboard engine is considered applicable to the o“uthomd-- ““
engine station. Relative deflections between the inboard
and outboard engines are estimated as follows:

(1) Torsional deflect-ion at inner engine equal to 1 unit
due to euch engine, or 2 units totaI

(2) Torsion.d deflection b~tween inboard and outboard
engines equal to 2 units because of greater distance of flexmre,
boosted to 3 units because of increased ffe.xibilit.y of structure.

OM the basis of data from Cdiiornia Institute of Tech-
nology the average of the static moments of the inboard and
outboard engines is taken as 22,000 foot-pounds. After
determination of the torsional deflection at the outboard
engine for this average moment applied. at the wing tip,
multiplication by the ratio 1/2 gives a value for the static
deflectiori of the inboard engge and multiplication by the
ratio 5/4 gives a value for the static deflection of the out-
board engine.

h approximation to the calculation of the rasponse of the
engines to the total acceleration of the elastic axis ia to
negIect dynamic interaction between the engines and tr&t
each engine as a single-mass osciUat or having a natural fre-
quency determined by its static deflection. Such a proc~
dure gives values of 7.6 CYCIMper second for the inboard
engine and 5.1 cycles per second for the outboard engine.
Use of these frequencies to determine tmand division of t. by
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ti (tt equal in this case to the time to reach maximum acceler-
ation of the curves in figure 13 for the station in question)
leads to values of tJtifor the inboard and outboard engines.
The next step is to select a mass ratio which for these values
of t#i has a shape of the nodal acceleration time history,
which approximntc9 the shape of the acceleration time history
for the elastic axis at the station in question. ln the present
exampIc the mass ratio of 0.25 is used. Scale factors for both
the. load and time scales are deterficd so that the maximum
nodal acceleration for the two-mass solution will agree with
the maximum acceleration and time to reach maximum
acceleration of the chwt.ic axis at the station in quedion.
After these factors are applied to both the nodal and oscilla-
tory curves for the selectad mass ratio and time-period ratio,
use of the rcmdts and equations (B7), (B5), and (B2) in
appendix B to calculate the acc.cIeration of the sprung mass
of the two-mass system gives acceleratiom~ of tlie engines.
Approximation and superposition of the pitching action on

thii basis of a rigid structure leads to the solid-line curves
given in figure 14 for the accelerations of thb engines.

AIso imiuded in figure 14 is LIWdesign ultimate acceleration
for the engine mounts. Comparison of Lho calculat ccl engine
accelerations with thii value shows agreement mf the calcu-
lation with the fact that part”ial failure of the inboard-engine
mounte ‘occurred buL the outboard-engino mounts were noL
damaged.

During tlm impact an accelerometer was located at the
out board-engine station intmmc!diato bctwccu t-he chstic
axis and the engine. A cal&dated timo history of Lhc uccclcr-
ation at the accclcromoter location is given in figure 14; [his
time history is based on linear interpolation Imtwwn tbo
computed accelerations at the engine and tho cIastic a.xk at
this station in accordance with the proportionate distances
involved. The figure ho incIudes the ‘recmded maximum
acceleration at tlk point und show good agrccmcnt of the
computed acceleration therewith.
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FmIEX 14.—VarMon of ucelerations of engines with thn?.

Acceleration time histories for the engines, computed on
the basis of a rigid structure, are included”in figure 14. The
maximum accekrat ions computed on this basis do not aa~ee
\tith the struct Ural faiIuree which occurred. Furthermore,
the fact. that the curves computed on the basis of a rigid
structure reach a maximum at the same instant of time is in
strong disagreement \\ith experiment, which in this respect
is in approximate agreement tith the computations for ari
elastic structure.

Difference between the ratio f.~t~ for the inboard-engine
and out boar&engine stations is pr.hnarily reaponsibIe for
difhence in the cdculatwi response of the engines: Most
of the dMerence in this ratio for the two stations is not due
to difference in the sprung-engine frequency but- is due to
the greatly different time to reach maximum acceleration ti
of the elastic axis. Agreement with esperirnent of the
response calculated at thwe stations pmtidea indirect con-
firmation of the acceleration time. histories predicted f~r the
elastic axis at these Iocat iona by the normal-mode method.

For the impact, ~~perimental data are not available for
checking the tip acceleration, which is predicted on the
basis of the normal-mode method, but the initial downward
acceleration and the 12g maximum acceleration shown in

@e 13 for this station are in general agreement wi~_
results recorded in se~ere impacts of other airplanes. Agree-
ment of the computed hull acceleration with experiment has
already been shown; in an indirect manner all the curves in
figure 13 exhibit satisfactory a=geement with a~ailable ex-
perimental data. AIthough the response of the engines is
different from the response asmuned in talc.dahg “these ‘ -
curv=, it appears that in practicaI usse the two-mass solu-
tions given herein can be interpreted on the basis of the
normal-mode method to obtain both the response of the

‘eIa&ic asis and the hydrodpamic force. Further, it. appeam’ ‘
that in practical problems modification of these .tvio results ““”-
is not required when accderations. of the engine difIerent”
from the accele.rationa predicted by the normal-mode method-
are determined; the merit of this statement should. be
independent of whet-her such modification is made by the
method used herein or by another method.

In the foregoing comparison agreement of calculation with
experiment is obtained without consideration of the rqonse
of modes higher than the fundamental mode. If, when
more data are available, it is shown that the responie of tie
higher modes can be determined by treatment parallel to
that given the fundamental mode, the tvro-mass sdutioti
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given herein can be used to predict tlwir response by selecting
a solution, for a mass ratio and natural frequency roprcscnta-
t ivc of the higher mode, which has a nodal acceleration curve
of approximately tho same shapo as the hydrodynamic-force
curve.

CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical solutiou of hydrodynamic impact of a Ml
mass connected by a spring to an upper mass, the results of
calculations for wide ranges of mass ratio and natural fre-
qucmcy, and the use of thcsti results in a comparison of
tbeorctical data with kst data for a fligM-Lost lanciing
impact indicated that: ‘ 1

1. In flying-boat impact the eflkct of the structural
response on the hydrodynamic force might ho substwitial,
the shape of the force time history might bo considerably
chti ngcd, and the maximum hydrodynamic force might be
t’itlwr reeluced or increased.

2, TIM greatest reduction iu hydrodynamic force occurred
for tbe mnclition of Iarge mass ratio and low value of spring
constant.

3, The normal-mode method was a practicql mums for
determining LLC equivalent two-mass system whirh rcpre
sentd the major elastic action of the flirframe, for predicting
the effect of this action on the hydrodynamic form, and for
approximating accelerations along the eIa9tic axis of tlw
wing.

4. The acceleration of engines cont~ined in nacelles for-
[~ard of the wing could not bo computed on the l.msis of
coupling behveen torsion and bending as in the fundamenhd
mode, but simple treatment of their response to” the com-
bined translation and oscillation of the elastic axis gave
agreements with experimental accelerations and gave an
explanation of partial faihme of the inboard-engine moun[s
during imp~ct.

LANGLEY” h~llMomAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

~ATIONAL ADVISORI- COMMITTJ:E FOR AERONAUTICS, .

~AXCLET FIELD, t’A., March 17, 19J7.
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APPENDIX A

!UATHE}lATICAL EQUATIONS AND METHOD OF SOLUTION

EQLIATIOSS OF MOTIO,N

The foliowing equationa of motion, which were derived
from equation (30) in reference 2, are for fixed-trim impacts
of a rigid prismatic float connected by a massless spring to
a riggd upper mass:
Acceleration o! lower mass normal to water surface in feet
per second per second

(Al)

Acceleration of sprung mass normal to water surface in
fwt per second pm second

j~=~~[(AyL’+ ~.) jL+3AyL2(jL+K, cos r)~ (M)
.

Acceleration of nodal point normal to water surface in feet
pt~r second per second

(A3)

The spring constant in pounds per foot of deflection can tje
expressed by the equation 1

w-here

) tun T.-1=0 .82 (+-1 ‘(1–2 ~anp
)(

rp
%sin T Cos% )

(A+!)

velocity of lower mass normal to water surface, ft/sec
draft normal to water surface, ft
angle of dead rise, radians
angle of trim, deg
initial velocity normsJ to water surface, ft/see”
initiaI velocity parallel to water surfacej ft/sec
sprung mass, slugs
lower mass, slugs
naturaI bending frequency, cycles/see
mass density of water, sIugs/cu ft

COMPUTING DIRECTIONS --

~ sample data sheet is given as table I. In this table the
numbers in circles refer to row-s; the circled nuinbera under ‘“
the row headings refer to computed values to be tied for” “-
the computations. In the fimtt column the time is equar 10-- ‘-’
zero, jn the second column the time is & and in successive—..-
columns the time is 2 M, 3 Ml and so forth. “Each ‘row IS
comput erl in sequence for any given cohunn before any row
is computed for the next colLlmn, except for the first column.

TABLE I.—DATA SHEET—GEXER.%L TERNS

t , .-. .,

“1 Colurnn
..-.

Row ROWheading I 1

I !2
11—.

Tigie, sec
@p= fiL.r Sum@

[@,xAt) +@p=l/& ft

i!

s = ~La
s =@

&& Cos ,)QX 3A

!.

I

~

I

1-

}
I

I

&l+2%~”=;’’adt[
[((3+(3=)+’+@.= t//L%t 9

[ (@+@~’:l+@p=L’I’’’dtdt
3AKl* cost r x@
0+0+43+43

(&x@)+@ “.”
(A&@)+ ML
‘eflLs ft/=&

@

I .:

i
t

3
—,.

.

.

—

*:;.
-..>,
-. :
-,

,.;–

-.

,,
..=.
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In the first, column the assumed value of ~L is the given value
of gL.#. All other values me zero except the vtilues for rows
@, @, and @ which in this case are also j%. Lower-case p
as a subscript on a row number refers to the computed value
in the indicated row of the preceding coIumn.

13ach row lumding indicates the general operation to be
pcrfmmed. When the data Acet is set up, numerical values
should be substituted in the row headings for the expressions
that are constant for a specific case. The comtants for the
sample romputatiou, given iu table 11$ are as follows: ‘ “”

K.. -.-h -.. -.-.. --_--- h--.. a. —..---__ --_------ a—- 107,664
K,- - -----. --- —-------------—-. --.---- —---------- 4.24317
.4-------------------------- .–-----A—&.-.-. -_. A----- -133.919.
H,deg------------------------------------------------. 22-6
~,deg---------------- -3------- —---- ---A-J- =--4--------------- .:
ILo, ft/w-.-_-----------. -- . . .. ——---— ----.-.-20.6673
kLo,.ftlwc..-- _------aLk--------ti --_ b-a Lk- — . . . _____ 821685
fna-------------- _------------ _--------- A ----------- 715.217

~~------------------------------~------~-----~~--:=. 625.776
j%, cycles/*c-----------_ -----.--- . . ..k--_--=_A---- .:. 3
p,slugs/cu ft---. ---. --.-------- .-_-- ..>-----a<-&------- L938
At,see_--__---_------------—-—. -.—. ------------- 0.005

Formost solutionsa time increment At of 0.005 seconcIis
satisfactory. (The value of Atmaybe varied byconsidering

the.time for a given mass to reach a maximum acceleration,)
“The numlmr of significant figures to be used should bo

chosen on the basis of the Computing cquipmcntavailaldo
and the accuracy desired. Comparison of a solution rom-
putcd with four significant figures with results which had
been obtained with six significant figures gave a diflerwwc of
about 1 percent in the maximum acceleration.

k tho computations proceed, the lower-mass acceleration
(row @), the sprung-mass acceleration (row @), rmd th
nodal-point acceIerat.ion (row @), all in g units, should be
plotted against time. (row @)) in sccondsJ IQLch time a
column is completed the new points ahoukl be added to the
plot. This pIot. is the ordy brief method of chwking OILtJM
accuracy of the comput.atior[ until suffkicut solutions are
obtained to permit cross-pIotting, If Lhe points C1Onot lie
on a smooth curve, an error has been made in the computa-
tions. If an error k made, every value computed t.hcrcaftcr
contains the error and thwcfore great cure must be ttdwn.

The number of columns required for the computations
depends on the number of coIumns required for rows @ and
@ to pass their respective maximums. At least three
cohmms shouId bc computed beyond the colunm in which
row @ reaches its maximum vaIue.

TABLE 11.-8 AMPLE COMPUT-4TION

[Constantsare horn appendk A]
. . .... .. . . . . .. x. -.,. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .-* . -=. .. .. ... .s=.: . ... --: - .y,

I -. I

Row heading

1

Colunm

- +“”””’ ‘“”””.,
7

,..

4 ,.

..-
0.015

20.5287
.0. 30938D
0=095716
0.020613
Q.oollm.2
23586.5

0. 3067@
-0.781824

0.000124
0.140730
0.000 e!

8“’: Cl;l;

-0:319925
23538$
529.7i2

-44.4335
-0.161415
-0, 23713Ji6

20.4302
. Zo..h

20.2jy

-o. Oom
– 1.37992

-o. 585ti
. ..-,.

,., -

-, >.{

5.
-

0.020
20.2683

g. w;!

0:069491
0.02570

ii4072.0
0..956518

~2.m5:

0:422190
0.001168
0.000006
0.043282

-0.133053
405.81.7
535.082

–76. 8420
-0.300690
-0.537746

20.1296

19.9793

-19.8290

-O. 00S896
–2. 35534

– 1.00291

.

, ------- .

6

0.025
18.8290

0.511025
0.2611147
0.133453
0.;(:;9:

2.28326
–7. 0215.2
0.000879
0.997595
0.002243
0.000015
0.108204

–3. 63246
60220.6
543.648

–110. 771
-0.466533
– 1.00428

19.6630

19.4297
.,
19.1964

-0.023740
–3. 44009

–1. 4711(3

~

2
-.,

0.005
20.6673

Q.103337
0.010679
0.001104
0.000114
2661.07

0.003817

I-J;:CI:;

i 000027
0.

Ci..$.fi:

525.924
–5. 06187

–O. 012655
–O. 012655

20.6546

20.6483

2v. 6420

0. oooiM7
–O. 157201

–O. 066575

-----

“3

~0603:

o.2og579
0.042675
0.008816
oi;:;:2:

O.060967
-0.116653
0.000028

.0.031778
0.000160

0

-O. 02390!
1060&9.
5.26.957.

– 20.1324
-0.062986
-0.075641

20.5917

“20.5602

20.5287

-0:”000156
-0.625230

-0::64983

-.

Time At, sec (0.005 j______
@---------.--------—------
(@,xo.uo5)-t@9------------

!3
t -------------_---.——.
s --------+-- i----——

20; 667:
0

0.035
l& 3859

0.701700
0.492383
0.346605
0.242441
101246.0
& 11688

&-5 ffi6iGk-GT ~~~--:

PE X33.4798 ----. ----:--------

?
240.g9[ s – (24).6673 X@)]----

J.~,~O0251+@p--------
------------ ---=------- A

>Q~6.~

3.63288
0.005977
0.000054
0.380525

–14. 7356
90028.0
572946

–173. 112

-------
-------
,—- -

-7.88831
8a415.5
,555.901

– 144.658

9----.---.-----—I
.-”0

:.:
0.

P.33.919x@] i ‘2i7K::I:
WI -.-----.-----.--_--–_

8I,+_ ,)o.oo25--.-----=-----

(1

L‘?%i6_i+@----_-----L------l
?-. -=------------------1

@+g-__---_-----_-.-_l20.6673 18,7052 17.8328
t

17.4355

-0.090297
-5.37615

@+~.-.---L-----iL.--.L.- 20.6073 I& 3859

–0.;01398(@–@)]/32 .2-”---
b

._o
/32.2----------------------

(625.776x @J)+ (715.217X@j , .::;
1240.99

-- -

-0.051552
–4 49248

– 1.93306

I
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APPENDIX B

RELATIONS BETWEEN TWO-MASS SYSTEM

The sum of the masses mLand ms shown in figure 1 must

equai the gross mass of the represented airplane in order to
of)t.sin the proper nodal acceleration. For the hypothetical
limit condition in which the wing mass is concentrated at a
single point in each semispan, ~L is the actual hti mass and
m9 is the actual wing mass. In order tQ take into account
the more complex nature of the struct Ural action for a par-
ticular mode, the determination of the ratio of these masses
is neressa~ so that the vibrational energy of the simplified
and represented systems are equal for the same vibrational
amplituiles of n~L and the actual hull or point of force
application..

OU the basis of the theory of vibrations, for which equa-
tions are included in reference 3, the vibration ene~ .E of
t-he two-mass sptem k“ given by the equation

@l)

where

~L vibratiomd ampIitude of m~ reIa.t ive to nodal point of
syat em

$29 vilmational amplitude of ms relatire to nodaI point of
system

U natural frequency

Since for the two-mass scystem the node is at the center of
gravity,

mz.QL=msps {=z)

If equation (Bl) and equation (B2) are combined. and since
the total mass m is equal to the sum of the masses ms and
mL, the fo~owing equat ion can be obtained for the vihrat iona~
energy E of the two-maw system:

E 1 mm~
:= —2 ms ‘Lf

(B3)

The vibrational energy of the represented mode is a fmmt ion
of the spanwise mass dist ribut.ion and mode shape. On the
basis that the semispan of the airplane is divided into j sec-
tions or stations. the vibrational energy of the mode can be
written as follows:

-,,

whf?re

m j mass of jth spanw-ise section; value for semiapan doubled
to represent the entire span

qf deflection of mass at jt.h sparntiise sect-ion relative to
nodal point. (hf+mzi)

hj deflection of eIastic axis at. jfth spanwise deflection rela-
tive to nodaI point

z chordwise distance from elastic axis to effective mass
cent m

cq torsional deflection at jth spanwise station

ND REPRESENTED STRUCTURAL MODE

Equality of the vibrational amplitude of the lower mass of

the simplified system to the vibrational amplitude of the

hfl or fuselage of the flying boat or airplane rdative to the

nodal point of t-he represented mode is expressed by the

equation

where

p~ deflection of
reIative to

—.

hulI or fusehgg of ffying boat or airplane ‘
nodaI point of represented mode .-.

The requirement of equal energy of the simplified an!
represent ed systems for the condition expressed by equation
(B5) gives combination of equati~ns (B3), (B4), and” (135Y”—
to obtain the following equation for the mass ratio of the
two-mass system:

?72s m-z
K—‘m1q1z+m2~2+maq31+ . . . +mj~fz

- -@G)

Comput at ion of the natural frequency of wing modes has, __
recei~ed a great deal of attention in connection with study
of ~rhg flutter and need not be treated herein. Incidental _
to calculation of the natural frequency, a mode ahape is
attained which, together with knowledge of the mass distri~” ‘–
bution, permits use of equation (B6). In cases in which the
-ring has been ,constructed, the mode shape and natural
frequency may be determined experimentally. Eq~ation
(A4) in appendi-x A of the present report permits computa-
tion of the spring constant which for a given mass ratio of
the simplified system gives the required natud frequency.

After the accelerations of the two masses of the simphfied
system have been computed, equation (.<3) of appendi~ A
fkes the magnitude of the nodal accelerat ion. The Mference
between the nodal acceleration and the ILull, fuselage, or
float acceleration can be taken* a measure of the oscillatory
acceleration. On the basis that the structure de13ects in the

rmining the equivalent two-mass system,mode used in dete
the acceleration at any point is given by the equation

nP=nt+n. ~ —. -- (B7)

The foregoing equations, with consideration of rotatory
inertia and energy, may be appIied to the case of a tip float
attached to a fle.tible wing if the stitlnes and mass distribu- .
tion are known and if a manner of structural deflection is
assumed. .-
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